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Common Lumber Terminology
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Price/ Unit Measurements

Milling Terms

BF-Board Foot or Feet

R/S- Resawn

The unit of measurement used for most lumber items. A
board foot is defined as a piece one inch thick and 12 inches
square or its nominal equivalent. For instance, a piece of
lumber two inches thick by six inches wide equals one board
foot of length.

A process that reduces the thicknesses of the boards,
dimensions, planks or other materials by cutting it into two
or more thinner pieces on a resaw or circular or band saw.

Patt.-Pattern

LF- Lineal Feet

How the board is cut to fit together with other boards, such
as siding and paneling.

The unit of measurement referring to the running length.

T&G- Tongue and Groove

MBF- Per Thousand Board Feet
Description of the unit of measurement expressed by the
thousands or in the thousands. M is an arithmetical sum, the
Roman numeral “M” means 1,000.

R/L- Random Length
Lumber containing an assortment of widths.

Freight Terms
F.O.B.- Free On Board
This refers to the named point to which a seller will load
lumber on board transportation equipment at no additional
charge to the buyer. That buyer pays for all other charges
beyond that point.

Lumber that has been worked with a tongue on one edge of
each piece and a groove on the opposite edge to provide a
close joint by fitting the two pieces together.

E & CB- Edge and Center Bead
A pattern where the lumber is shaped to form a narrow half
circle along the center of its length, with a tongue and groove
pattern on its side.

E-Eased Edge
A slightly rounded surfacing on pieces of lumber to remove
the sharp corners.

Saw Texture
A rough sawn appearance put on the face of a piece to give
it a textured look.

Grading Terms

Rough cut

Grade

Lumber which has not been surfaced, but which has been
sawn, edged and trimmed at least to the extent of showing
saw marks in the wood on the four longitudinal surfaces of
each piece.

The designation of the quality of the wood; applied to lumber,
plywood and logs. Grades run from Economy ( the lowest)
to Vertical Grain Clear (the highest).

TK- Tight Knot
A knot that may be red or black, and is so fixed by growth,
shape or position that it retains its place in the piece of lumber.

CLR- Clear
A term including the higher grades of lumber; sound,
relatively free of knots.

Btr.-Better
A term usually used to indicate that a lumber shipment
contains a percentage of pieces that are of a higher grade
than the lower grade stated. Thus, 32 and Better would
contain pieces of #2 grade and some pieces of a higher grade
such as a #1 and/ or Select Structural.

KD- Kiln Dried
Lumber which has been dried under controlled temperatures
and humidities in a dry kiln.

P.A.D.- Partially Air Dried
Lumber which has been air dried to a relative degree of kiln
drying.

Species Abbreviations:

WRC- Western Red Cedar
AYC- Alaskan Yellow Cedar
POC-Port Orford Cedar
RWD-Redwood
SPF- Spruce Pine Fir
DF- Douglas Fir
DF/L- Douglas Fir/ Larch
PP- Ponderosa Pine

Surfaced Lumber
Lumber that has been surfaced by planing or sanding to attain
smoothness of surface and uniformity of size. Examples :
Surfaced Four Sides ( S4S), Surfaced Two Sides ( S2S),
Surfaced One Edge ( S1E) or a combination such as Surfaced
One Side and Two Edges ( S1S2E).

